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The Division of Oil, Gas and Mining (the "Division") hereby files this Memorandum in

Support of its Motion.to Deny Axia's Rrqursr FoR AcENCy AcnoN Docket No. 2019-003,

Cause No. 139-162 (hereinafter "Axia's Request" or ooRequest"). This Memorandum outlines the

substantive deficiencies in Axia's Request and asks the Board to deny Axia's Request.

BACKGROUND

On December 10,2018 Axia Energy II LLC., ('oAxia") filed a request for agency action

with the Board of Oil, Gas, and Mining ("Board") to amend the spacing orders entered in Cause

Nos. 139-138, 139-140, 139-149, and 139-153 (the "Spacing Orders"). Axia requested the Board



include a paragraph in each of the Spacing Orders granting the majority interest holder 'oor the

owner with the highest working interest within a 7,280-acre fd]rilling [u]nit" a "right of first

refusal" ("RFR") within the drilling unit. Axia's Request at 2. The Request does not identify at

what point in time the majority interest owner is calculated (i.e., when the well is proposed, or

when the initial spacing order issued etc.), nor does it explain how it would be adjusted as leases

expire or are assigned. Axia seeks this relief to solve issues they identify as relating to

"operatorship and the process of approving competing applications for permit to drill (o'APDs")."

Axir's Request at 1.

The relief Axia requests is unprecedented in Utah and it is unclear how it would be

applied. Specifically, the RFR as described in the Request would require the minority interest

holder to first propose the drilling of a well to the majority interest holder of the drilling unit.

The majority interest holder then has 45 days to decide whether to drill and operate the proposed

well. If the majority interest holder decides to take control over the drilling and operation of the

well, they have six (6) months to commence drilling, i.e.,"bitto ground". If they decline, then

the minority interest holder has six (6) months to commence drilling. Finally, if "in the judgment

of the majority interest owner [a proposed] well is likely to result in waste or cause other

problems with proper development of [a] [d]rilling [u]nit", they may file a protest with the Board

or the Division and no well may be drilled until the protest is resolved. See Axia's Request at 8.

The Division has filed its Motion to Deny and this Memorandum in Support in response

to Axia's Request and ask the Board to DENY their Request because the Act does not allow the

Board to modify the Spacing Order to include a RFR. Even if the Board had the authority,

granting a RFR to the majority interest holder violates the Board's duties under the Act to protect

correlative rights and maximize resource recovery. To the extent that competing APDs are a real
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problem, it is one best addressed via rulemaking, not through a Board Order. Finally, R649-3-

4(l) cannot be read as a grant of authority to the Board to modify the Spacing Orders to include a

RFR because it would be inconsistent with the Act.

ARGUMENT

L AXIA'S REOUEST SHOULD BE DENIED BECAUSE IT IS IN
CONTRAVENTION OF THE ACT.

The Oil and Gas Conservation Act, codified at Utah Code 40-6-l et. seq., (the "Act") and

Utah Admin. Code R649-l-l et. seq., (the "Rules") outline the Board's jurisdiction and

authority. The Board's jurisdiction and authority under the Act is broad, see Utah Code $ 40-

6-5(l), but they cannot enter an Order contrary to the Act. Thus, Axia's Request must be

denied because the Act does not provide the authority to grant a majority interest owner a

RFR. First, the Board may only modify spacing orders for four specific reasons, which do

not, even indirectly, include granting an operator a preference to drill a well. Second, even if

the Board did have authority to include such a provision in an spacing order, granting the

majority owner a right of first refusal would violate the Board's duty to protect correlative

rights and maximize recovery under the Act. Third, the problems associated with competing

APDs can be better addressed in rulemaking regarding the approval of APD's in a manner

that does not improperly restrict an owner's correlative rights or contravene the Board's

regulatory duties and authority.

A. The Act Does Not Allow the Modification of a Spacine Order to Include a RFR.

The Legislature did not grant the Board any authority, express or implied, to modify the

Spacing Orders to include a RFR.

Utah Code $ 40-6-6 limits the Board's authority to modify spacing orders to four distinct

categories. Under $ 40-6-6(7) the Board may modify a spacing order to provide for:
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a. an exception to the authorized location of a well;
b. the inclusion of additional areas which the board determines
overlays the pool;
c. the increase or decrease of the size of drilling units;
d. or the drilling of additional wells within drilling units.

Utah Code $ 40-6-6(7)

Here, Axia's requested relief does not fall into any of these categories. The RFR modifies rights

as between mineral owners and operators, not a change to the physical characteristics of a

spacing order. Granting an operator a RFR in another operator's well as part of a spacing order

does not fall within one of the above categories meaning the Board does not have express

authority to modify the Spacing Orders.

If the Board has any implied authority under $ 40-6-6(7) it should only be exercised

where necessary and in a manner consistent with the Act. See Bennion v. ANR Prod. Co.,8l9

P.2d343,350 (Utah 1991). The BennionCourtheld that "[w]hen a modification of a drilling

order results in the drilling of wells not specifically addressed in the previous pooling order ...

the Board has the implied authority to modify the pooling order under terms consistent with the

Oil and Gas Conservation Act." Id. at 351. As discussed below, the requested relief in not

consistent with the primary purposes of the Act.

In summary, under the plain meaning of the Utah Code $ 40-6-6(7), the Board may not

modify a spacing order to include a RFR.

B. Grantinq a RFR to the Maioritu Interest Holder Violates the Boardos Dutv Under
the Act to Protect the Correlative Rights and Maximize Recoverv.

Under the Act, the Board has a duty to prevent waste, maximize recovery, and protect

correlative rights when issuing a spacing order. See generally Cowling v. Bd. of Oil, Gas & Min.,

Dep't of Nat. Res. for State of Utah, 830 P.2d 220,225 (Utah l99l ) (discussing the adoption of

the Act), see also Utah Code $$ 40-6-1 (stating the purpose of the Act) and 40-6-6(7) (vesting

the Board with authority to regulate spacing). The spacing order is the mechanism which defines
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an individual's correlative rights and balances the Board's aforementioned and "significantly

interrelated" duties. Cowling at225. Thus, the Board cannot issue a spacing order which

abdicates their duties under the Act.

Modifying the Spacing Orders to include a RFR violates the Board's duty to protect the

correlative rights of all owners by making the minority interest holder rights dependent on the

majority interest holders. In addition, although proposed as a means of maximizing recovery,

granting of one operator the superior right will reduce the motivation of others to propose wells

to develop their lands which will reduce production and promote waste as a result of delay and

difficulty permitting a well.

1. Modifyine a Spacing Order to Include a RFR Violates. the Board's Duty to
Protect Correlative Riehts Because It Makes Minority Interest Holder Riehts
Dependent On the Maiority Interest Holder

Correlative rights are defined as "the opportunitlz of each owner in a pool to produce

[their] just and equitable share of the oil and gas in the pool without waste." Utah Code S 40-6-2

(emphasis added). "The utilization of the opportunity depends upon the individual landowner."

Adkins v. Bd. of Oil, Gas & Min.,926 P.2d 880, 883 (Utah 1996) (emphasis added).

"The mechanism for defining correlative rights in a pool of oil or gas is [the] spacing

order, which establishes field-wide drilling units." Cowling at 225. When issuing a spacing order

the Board is obligated to balance three "significantly interrelated" obligations including the:

l. prevention of waste;
2. maximization of ultimate recovery through orderly development; and,
3. protection of the correlative rights of all owners.

1d. (emphasis added)

Prior to issuing a spacing order "a correlative right is a right to an undifferentiated and

unquantifiable interest in an oil or gas pool beneath one's land." Id. After the spacing order
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issues, each landowner in a drilling unit may drill and produce in accordance with the spacing

order.l

Including a RFR into the Spacing Orders centralizes control into a single operator and

makes other owner's rights dependent on consent from the majority interest holder. By

modifying a spacing order to include a RFR, the Board makes the individual's right to produce

dependent on the majority interest holder. This is antithetical to the codified definition of

correlative rights which expressly allows each individual landowner, the "opportunity" to

produce within the confines of a spacing order. Axia may claim that minority interest holders

still have an "opportunity" to produce, they just need to ask first, but both minority and majority

interest holders must have an equal opportunity to produce their equitable share of the resource.

Therefore, if the Board granted Axia's Request, they would violate their duty to protect the

correlative rights of all owners by making the minority interest holders correlative rights

dependent on the majority interest holders.

2. Includins the RFR in the Snacins C) Violates the Board's Dutv to Maximize
Recoverv Because It Promotes I I and Slows the Pace of Resource
Development.

The Act "imposes a duty upon the Board to ensure maximum recovery of the resource."

Cowling at 225. By including the RFR in the Spacing Orders, Axia contends it will prevent both

economic waste and resource waste. Axia's Request at 5. Designating Axia as the majority

interest holder in a drilling unit could lead to more orderly development for Axia, but it also

introduces delay and uncertainty into the drilling and application process. In addition, the Act

presumes that the best way to maximize recovery of the resources is to provide an equal

I Historically, each drilling unit allowed for a single well which drained the "pool" beneath the surface. With the rise
of horizontal drilling, 1280-acre drilling units allow for many wells. In any case the outcome is the same; when the
Board issues a spacing order they limit the amount of drilling that may occur in an area to promote the most efficient
and least wasteful means of recovering the resources underground.
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opportunity and incentive to each owner to drill and develop within the constraints of the spacing

order. But if an owner does not have that right without first offering it to another operator he

loses the advantage of his knowledge of the resources and of controlling the method of

development. Proprietary information will lose its value and there will not be competing efforts

to develop the resources. For example, there may be uncertainty about the best formation to drill

or the amount of fracing sand or proppant to use, but if one operator controls the drilling then

there is little incentive to try other avenues and this will potentially reduce rather than encourage

development. Finally, the control of a drilling unit has an effect similar to holding leases by

production. Once the operator has greater than 50%o control his incentive is to look to control

other drilling units rather than develop the one. This is a disservice to the mineral and royalty

owners who have lost much of the control and incentive to produce their minerals and promotes

waste.

The RFR has a significant potential to create unnecessary delay and promote controversy

over the drilling of wells. Under the RFR the majority interest holder may take up to 45 days to

decide whether to drill a well or allow the minority interest f,oid.. to drill the well. Whomever

drills the well then has six (6) months to commence drilling of the well. But this assumes there

are no protests filed with the Board. Under the RFR the majority interest holder may protest any

well that "in [their] judgment" leads to waste. After a protest is filed, a Board hearing, and all the

formalities it requires, must be held to resolve the protest. Under the RFR it is unclear how fast

protests could be resolved. Thus, the RFR promotes delay in the drilling of wells while inviting

controversy the Board must resolve. This delay and uncertainty, will chill the interest of others to

invest in the minority lands and of operators to propose drilling.
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For all the additional delay the RFR creates, it also leaves several important questions

unresolved. First, the Division is still tasked with reviewing every APD that is filed. This is a

substantial burden on the Division. It is unclear from Axia's Request whether there must be

competing APDs for the RFR provision to become operative. If so, the RFR does nothing to

solve the problem of competing APDs from the Division's point of view because they are still

tasked with reviewing every APD filed. Second, it is unclear who administers the RFR. If it is

the majority interest holder, then they are placed in a position where they could control whether

their competitors may drill wells. In contrast, if it is the Division and the Board, it only adds to

the demands the Legislature imposed upon them. Overall, the difficulty of administering a RFR

would lead to uncertainty and produce a chilling effect on in-state resource development;

operators may choose to develop resources where there is more regulatory certainty. Therefore,

modifying the Spacing Orders to include a RFR would be contrary to the Board's duty to

maximize recovery because it promotes uncertainty and creates undue delay leading to a

decrease in recovery ofresources.

In summary, Axia's Request ignores the Board's important duties under the Act. The

Board's duty to protect the correlative rights of all cannot allow for preferential treatment----one's

correlative right cannot be above another. The adverse consequences of granting the majority

interest holder a RFR are many, and modifying the Spacing Orders to include a RFR could slow

the development of resources. While this Board strives for regulatory certainty for operators in

Utah, the RFR in only adds confusion and uncertainty.

C. To fhe Extenf thaf Comnetino APDs are a Real Problem Recuirins Board
fnfervenfion- it is Best Addressed Th Collaborative Rulemakins Not an
Adversarial Hearing.

The Board should address issues of this ilk through the rulemaking process. On this point

Axia and the Division agree, o'this issue is ripe for rulemaking[.]" Axio's Request at7.The
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rulemaking process is inherently the better avenue for the Board to create policy to address

operatorship and the problem of competing APDs consistent with their statutory duties under the

Act. Rulemaking engages a larger audience, some of whom have a different understanding of

how to deal with the issues raised in Axia's Request. Entertaining more views creates a more

balanced, fair, and thoughtful policy going forward, instead of granting Axia's Request now.

Therefore, because this matter has policy implications for all other spacing units in the State, the

Board should deny Axia's Request and instead consider apath towards collaborative rulemaking

II. R649-3-4N ) CANNOT RN, READ AS G ING THE BOARD AUTHORITY
TO INCLUDE A RFR IN THE SPACING ORDERS BECAUSE IT WOULD BE
INCONSISTENT WITH THE ACT.

R649-3-4(1) states an APD will be approved "if it appears that the contemplated location

and operations are not in violation of any rule or order of the board for drilling a well. Utah

Admin. Code R649-3-4(1) (emphasis added). Axia's Request reads R649-3-4(l) to mean that

"[i]f the Division can approve an APD not in violation of "any rule or order of the Board," then

the Board can include additional conditions within an order for approval of an APD, such as that

being proposed by Axia herein." Axia's Request at 9. This reading is too simplistic and makes no

attempt to harmonize their interpretation with the Act.

Axia's interpretation is wrong because it turns the intent of the R649-3-4(l) on its head.

The intent of R649-3-a(l) is to require APDs to comply with locations as proscribed by the

spacing orders and well siting rules, not to authorize the Board to propose additional conditions

for an APD - and certainly not additional conditions that violate the Act. First, the Board's

jurisdiction to modify spacing orders is limited by Utah Code 40-6-6(7) which only allows

spacing orders to be modified for four distinct reasons, none of them include that addition of the

RFR. ,See supra $ I(A). Second, spacing orders balance three competing objectives: (l) maximize
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recovery, (2) reduce waste, and (3) protect the correlative rights of all owners. See supra $ I(B).

Thus, Axia's reading of the R649-3-4(1) must fail because it impermissible under the Act.

Instead, a more cohesive interpretation of R649-3-4(l) would be that the language, "not

in violation of any rule or order of the board[,]" relates to the location of the well. The language

cited by Axia means the APD filed by the operator must request a drilling location in conformity

with existing spacing orders (i.e., a location within approved setbacks). R649-3-4(l) should not

be read as granting the Board newfound authority to modify spacing orders to include a RFR.

CONCLUSION

Axia's Request should be denied. First, the Board lacks authority in the Act to modify a

spacing order to include a RFR. The Act only provides four succinct categories where the Board

may modify a spacing order. Second, including a RFR in the Spacing Orders contravenes the

Board's duty under the Act to protect correlative rights and maximize recovery. Axia's proposed

RFR unfairly prejudices minority interest holders in a drilling unit by making their correlative

right second to the majority interest holders leading to a chilling effect on the industry as a

whole. To the extent that competing APDs and operatorship are a real issue, the Board should

address that issue via a comprehensive rulemaking, not in a single hearing that would produce

disjointed results. Finally, R649-3-4(1) cannot be read as a grant of authority to the Board to

modify spacing orders in ways that are inconsistent with the requirements of the Act.

Therefore, the Division requests the Board DENY Axia's Request.
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Respectfully submitted on the lOth day of January 2019.
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